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As in  nite element analysis, depending on the admissible func-
tions selected, the generalized coordinates become discrete coor-
dinates, like nodal displacements, nodal slopes, or nodal strains.
(In  nite element analysis, the discretized equations governing the
motion of the structure are obtained by minimizing a weighted
residual. Depending on the admissible functions selected, the dis-
cretized coordinates become nodal displacements, nodal angles,
etc.) The numerical illustrationgiven in the next sectionclari es this
point.
Numerical Illustration
Consider a simple pinned-pinned beam of length L undergo-
ing bending vibration. The uniform bending operator is L. / D
E I d4. /=dx4, and the beam’s associated natural modes of vibra-
tion and natural frequencies of oscillation are given by Ár .x/ D
.2=½L/1=2 sin.r¼x=L/ and!r D r¼.E I=½L4/1=2, respectively.As-
sume that the beam is initially at rest and undeformed when a
uniform gravity load is applied. For simulation purposes we as-
sumed that 20 modes participate signi cantly in the overall system
response.
The beam shall be controlled two ways: using distributed uni-
form damping and stiffening and using discrete uniform damping
and stiffening (see Fig. 1). In the discrete case we shall let uni-
formdampingandstiffeningbe realizedusing two discretemoments
F1.t/DM1.t/ and F2.t/DM2.t/ at each end of the beam and using
a discrete force F3.t/D FC .t/ in the center of the beam. The associ-
ated discretemeasurements are two angular displacementmeasure-
ments U1.t/D µ1.t/ and U2.t/D µ2.t/ at each end of the beam and
a displacement measurement U3.t/ D UC .t/ in the center of the
beam. The admissible functions ’r .x/; .r D 1; 2; 3/ that turn the
generalized forces and measurements into these discrete forces and
measurements are determined from Eq. (9) to be
’1.x/ D L ¡ 38 C .x=L/¡ 12 .x=L/2
’2.x/ D L ¡ 18 C 12 .x=L/2 ; ’3.x/ D 1
The discrete control forces are expressed as a distributed force as
fCD.x; t/ D ¡M1.t/ d[±.x ¡ 0/]
dx
¡ M2.t/ d[±.x ¡ L/]
dx
C FC .t/± x ¡ L
2
The displacements in the center of the beam using distributed
uniform damping and uniform stiffening are shown in Fig. 2. The
displacements in the center of the beam and the associated time-
lapse plots using discrete uniform damping and uniform stiffening
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Comparing the distributed control with
the discrete control, notice that the discretization errors associated
with vibrationdampinganduniformstiffeningare indistinguishable,
whereas the discretizationerror associatedwith the damping of the
steady-state error is signi cant. The discretization error associated
with the steady-state error is signi cant because the steady-state
error is not completelycontrollable(cannotbe completelyremoved)
regardless of the control gains.
Conclusions
ThisNote extendsthe uniformvibrationdampingresultsof Ref. 4
in two directions. First, uniform damping of the steady-state error
and uniform stiffening of the structural vibration together with the
uniform damping of the vibration were shown to lead to a local-
ized control algorithm, like uniform vibration damping alone. This
result was articulated in a Uniform Damping and Uniform Stiffen-
ing Principle stating that the associate “control algorithm is fully
localized—the control force depends only on local measurements
and on local physical parameters (½ and L).” Secondly, a general
weighted-residualmethod was developed for the discretization of
the distributed forces into discrete forces. The method was illus-
trated in a numerical example.
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T HE use of an automatic  ight augmentation system is com-monplace on a modern aircraft. Its bene ts include alleviation
of undesirable  ight characteristics, reduction of pilot workload,
and increase in performance and fuel ef ciency. Therefore, feed-
back (dynamic) considerations should be included in determining
the sizes of aircraft control surfaces. Traditionally, only static con-
straints have been used for control surface sizing. For example, in
the case of a horizontal tail of a given volume, constraints are cal-
culated that limit the fore and aft travel of the c.g. Constraints that
limit the forward c.g. position include 1) suf cient nose-up pitch
acceleration at the rotation speed (nose-wheel lift off) and 2) suf -
cient nose-uppitch accelerationat the approachspeed in the landing
con guration (go-around). Constraints that limit aft c.g. position
include 1) at brake release with maximum thrust suf cient weight
on the nose gear (tip back), 2) pitch-up acceleration at the rota-
tion speed (nose-wheel lift off), and 3) suf cient nose-down pitch
acceleration at minimum  ying speeds.1 However, for the aft c.g.
locations at the approach  ight condition of a supersonic transport
aircraft, dynamic constraintsmay be more restrictive than the static
ones.
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This Note extends the results in Ref. 1, where preliminary work
on horizontal tail sizing for a supersonic transport aircraft using
dynamic constraints is reported. However, the issue of using ac-
tuator rate constraints in the tail-sizing process was not explicitly
addressed. Furthermore, we adopt a numerical solution similar to
the one introduced in Ref. 2, where an integrated aircraft controller
design methodology using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) was
applied to the control power sizing for an F–14 aircraft. The major
contributionof this Note is twofold.
First, the tail-sizing design problem is de ned in terms that in-
clude the integral participation of a feedback control system. Be-
cause the degreeof control of the longitudinaldynamics dependson
how fast and far the longitudinalcontrol surface(s) can be moved by
the control actuator(s), we show that a natural metric to capture the
size of the automatic  ight control system is the maximum actuator
rate. Using this metric allows for design tradeoffs that inherently in-
clude considerationsof actuator performance. For instance, it may
be more cost effective to incorporate faster, generally larger and
more expensive actuators rather than pay the drag penalty associ-
ated with a larger horizontal tail.
To state the second contribution of this Note we need the foll-
wing de nitions. First, as a measure of the horizontal tail size we
will use the tail volume de ned as a ratio between the product of
the tail area and distance between aerodynamic centers of the tail
and wing body and the product of the wing area and mean aerody-
namic cord. Second, we need to de ne the tail-sizing design space.
The tail-sizing design space is the region of acceptable combina-
tions of tail volume NVH , c.g. station xc:g:, and peak actuator rate
Pumax . The triplet ( NVH ; xc:g:; Pumax ) de nes an aircraft model and an
automatic  ight control system. The model is obtained through the
linearization of the nonlinear dynamics of the supersonic transport
aircraft at an equilibrium point. It is partially de ned by the speci-
 ed tail volume and c.g. position. The automatic  ight control sys-
tem is characterized by the speci ed maximum actuator rate in the
triplet. By acceptable it is meant that, for the model associatedwith
the triplet ( NVH ; xc:g:; Pumax), a linear controller is known to exist that
1) stabilizes the plant, 2) meets prescribed dynamic performance
constraints, and 3) does not exceed the maximum actuator rate and
amplitude constraints in response to a given disturbance (dynamic
constraint).
Now, the second contribution of this Note is a development of a
numerical tool that, for a given aircraft dynamic model,  ight con-
dition, and dynamic constraint, determines the tail-sizing design
space. This tool is termed the tail-sizing design tool and provides
the user with the capability to measure the effect of adding a second
horizontal control surface in the form of a canard as well as the ca-
pability to measure the effect of simple, symmetric,  exible motion
of the vehicle on the tail-sizing design space. Based on numerical
analysis of designs, canards are shown to disproportionatelyaid the
control problem, especially in countering the detrimental effects of
aeroelasticmotion.
The Note is organized as follows. Section II discussesmodel de-
velopment for a rigid-body supersonic transport aircraft with and
without canards. Section III uses the LMI developed in Ref. 3 to
formulate the plant controller optimization problem that is the key
element of the tail-sizing design tool and is used to obtain the tail-
sizing design space. The dynamic constraint associated with this
problem is the recovery from a severe angle-of-attack excursion
without exceeding actuator amplitude and rate constraints.Numer-
ical results are reported in Sec. IV based on the application of the
tail-sizing design tool to a rigid-body supersonic transport model
representativeof current designs. Section V presents numerical re-
sultsobtainedby applyingthe tail-sizingdesigntool to an aeroelastic
supersonic transport model.
II. Development of a Rigid-Body Model
Let xcg denotethe c.g. locationas a fractionof the referencechord,
and let x denote the vector of four longitudinal states, consistingof
forward and down components of the airspeed vector and of the
aircraft’s pitch and pitch rate. Let uh denote the horizontal tail in-
cidence angle, and let NVH denote the tail volume de ned using the
distance from the wing-body aerodynamic center to the tail aero-
dynamic center. This representation is convenient because, for one
 ight condition, the wing-body mean aerodynamic center remains
constant. Thus, the control surface volume and c.g. are decoupled
in terms of their in uence on the vehicle dynamics.
Typically, the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft can be ex-
pressed by the following system of differential equations:
G D Px D F .x; uh ; xcg;
NVH /
z D H.x; uh/
(1)
where F .¢) is a C 1 function of x; uh; xcg; NVH ; H is a C 1 function
relating x and z; and z D [VT ° ]T de nes the true airspeed VT
and  ight-path angle ° . Here the vector z is used to characterize
a given  ight condition. Let x0; uh0 denote the trim values of x
and uh for given z0 , c.g. location xcg, and tail volume NVH ; then
F .x0; u0; xcg; NVH / D 0 andH.x0; u0/ D z0 .
Flying quality requirements are typically characterized by the
level of attention and skill required of the pilot to control the air-
craft. They are grouped in three levels. A lower numerical level
corresponds to more benign  ight characteristics.The problem for-
mulation matches an acceptable region in the left half plane for the
closed-loop eigenvalues of the linear model with  ying qualities.
Speci cally, in order to achieve certain Level II  ying qualities re-
quirements, a necessary,althoughnot suf cient, condition is for the
eigenvaluesof Gl to be placed in a region in the left half plane char-
acterized as having a minimum damping ratio of 0.2 and damped
natural frequency of 0.2 radians per second.
The horizontal tail is the most commonly used effector for lon-
gitudinal control of the aircraft. It is not uncommon, however, for
long, slender aircraft designs to include canards for supplemental
longitudinal control. The XB-70 and B-1B are two examples. The
presenceof the canards is usually attributed to  ying quality control
issues involving the  exible nature of these aircraft.4 This point is
addressedin a subsequentsection concerningcontrolof an aeroelas-
tic aerodynamicmodel. To lay the groundwork for that section, and
as a baseline point of comparisonwith a rigid structure, this section
addresses the addition of a longitudinal control effector forward of
the wing. The effect on the tail-sizingdesign space is exploredwhen
the feedback control system is free to utilize both control surfaces
in order to recover from angle-of-attackexcursions.
Revisions to the nonlinear equations of motion required to ac-
count for the addition of the canards parallel the development in
Ref. 5 and have the following form:
G D Px D F.x; uh ; uc; xcg;
NVH ; NVC /
z D H.x; uh ; uc/
(2)
where NVC and uc denote the canard volume and incidence angle, re-
spectively.When these nonlinearequationsof motion are linearized
about the equilibriumpoint determinedby (z0; xcg; NVH ; NVC ), the fol-
lowing linear time invariant system results:
± Px D A.z0; xcg; NVH ; NVC/±x C Bc.z0; xcg; NVC /±uc
C Bh.z0; xcg; NVH /±uh (3)
Actuator dynamics for both the canard and horizontal tail were ap-
pended to the linearized longitudinal dynamics. Linear models of










xa D xTac x Tah
T
; uc D Cac xa ; uh D Cah xa (4)
Puc D Crc xa C Drc Nuc; Puh D Crh xa C Drh Nuh
where xa , Nuc , and Nuh denote canard and tail actuator states and
canard and tail actuator inputs, respectively. Let the interconnec-
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Gl .z0; xcg; NVH ; NVC /. Now, for each design point Gl.z0; xcg; NVH ; NVC /
the question becomes the following: Is the set of feedback con-
trollers that recover the aircraft from the angle-of-attackexcursion,
while maintaining acceptable  ying qualitieswithout saturating the
actuator or exceeding a certain actuator rate, empty?
III. Numerical Solution Algorithm
The plant-controller optimization (PCO) problem to be solved
in this section can be stated as follows: Let a  ight condition be
speci ed by the aircraft’s  ight speed, altitude, and  ight-path an-
gle. Furthermore, let a certain set of  ying quality requirements be
given for that  ight condition. De ne the dynamic constraint to be
the recovery of the aircraft from a high angle-of-attack excursion,
while not exceeding certain peak actuator rate and actuator ampli-
tude limits. Then, for a range of horizontal tail volumes and peak
actuator rates determine the aft c.g. limits for which there still exists
a state-feedbackcontroller that 1) stabilizes the feedback system, 2)
satis es the  ying quality and dynamic requirements, and 3) meets
actuator rate and amplitude constraints.
Clearly, when the plant parameters (tail and/or canard volume)
and actuator limits are  xed the PCO problem can be formulated
in terms of LMIs obtained in Ref. 3. The solution to this prob-
lem consists of the maximum allowable c.g. location for which
a feasible controller still exists and of the controller itself. Now,
by varying plant parameters and actuator constraints we obtain a
set of maximum allowable c.g. locations and feasible controllers,
parametrizedby actuator constraints.The projectionof this set onto
a three-dimensionalspace spannedby tail volume, c.g. location, and
actuator rate limit de nes a surface in the tail-sizing design space
that is extremely useful in the preliminary aircraft design.This pro-
cess is detailed next.
Let uhmax ; Puhmax ; ucmax ; Pucmax denote maximum tail actuator am-
plitude and rate and maximum canard actuator amplitude and rate
constraints, respectively. Let NA and NB denote the state and input
matrices of the serial inter connection of systems (3) and (4), re-
spectively. Furthermore, let Á D cos¡1 (minimum damping) and
let ¯ denote the minimum damped natural frequency. De ne the
following LMI feasibility set:
81 Gl Z0; xcg0 ; NVH0 ; NVC0 ; uhmax ; Puhmax ; ucmax ; Pucmax ; º0
D W; Y > 0 : Y Y
T 0 Crc 0
T CW T Drc 0 T
0 Crc 0 Y C Drc 0 W Pu2cmax





Y Y T 0 0 Crh
T C W T 0 Drh T
0 0 Crh Y C 0 Drh W Pu2hmax





.sinÁ/. NAY C NBW /C .sinÁ/. NAY C NBW /T ¡.cosÁ/. NAY C NBW /C .cosÁ/. NAY C NBW /T 0
.cosÁ/. NAY C NBW /¡ .cosÁ/. NAY C NBW /T .sinÁ/. NAY C NBW /C .sinÁ/. NAY C NBW /T 0
0 0 NAY C NBW C . NAY C NBW /T C 2¯Y
< 0;
Y Y T 0 Cac 0
T
0 Cac 0 Y u
2
cmax
¸ 0; Y Y
T 0 0 Cah
T




Then, a suf cient condition for the existence of a static, state-
feedback controller that stabilizes the feedbacksystemGl .Z0; Xcg0 ;NVH0 ; NVC0/, doesnot exceedactuatoramplitudeand rate limits, and re-
sults in acceptable ying qualities in response to the angle-of-attack
excursion denoted by vector º0 , is for the set 81 to be nonempty.
Here the LMIs (5) were obtained using the approach outlined in
Ref. 3. Now, the PCO problem considered in this section can be
stated as follows. For a given range of horizontal tail volumes and
tail and canard actuator rate constraints,
Maximize fxcgg, subject to
F .x0; u0; xcg; NVH ; NVC / D 0; H.x0; u0/ D z0
.Y;W / 2 81 Gl .xcg; NVH ; NVC/; uhmax ; Puhmax ; ucmax ; Pucmax ; º0 (6)
A solution to this PCO problem includes a set of feasible state-
feedback controllers that stabilize the plant Gl .z0; xcg; NVH ; NVC/ and
meet actuator limit requirements, as well as a set of corresponding
maximum aft c.g. locations. The numerical solution used to map
the tail-sizing design space involved a binary search over c.g. sta-
tions and was implemented in the tail-sizing design tool using the
MATLABTM LMI toolbox.6
IV. Results—Rigid-Body Model
In this sectionwe present the resultsof applyingthe tail-sizingde-
sign tool to the aerodynamicmodel termedRefA,which representsa
modi edXB-70 aircraft.SeeAppendixA inRef. 3,where thedetails
on the buildup of the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics in terms of
wing-body and tail contributionsfor the Ref A model can be found.
The state-feedbacksynthesis LMIs (set 81) were used. The data
were obtainedby the tail-sizingtool for a range of tail volumes from
0.1 to 0.3 and a range of peak actuator rates from 5 to 30 deg/s for
the rigid-bodymodel. Figure 1 shows the result of  tting a surface
to this data set. The surface represents a lower bound on the peak
actuator rate required by the feedback control system to recover
from the angle-of-attackexcursion, for various combinationsof c.g.
locationsand tail volumes.An upper bound in the tail-sizingdesign
space is given by a  xed limit on the peak actuator rate available.
Figure 1 also shows the plane representing a peak actuator rate
of 15 deg/s. The volume below the plane and above the curved
surfacerepresentsthe tail-sizingdesignspace,where state-feedback
controllers are known to exist that meet design requirements.
Next, a canard was added to the Ref A model with the volume
 xed at 0:05. Following the procedure outlined earlier, the lower
surface of the tail-sizing design space was mapped for a range of
horizontal tail volumes from 0:1 to 0:3 and for a range of peak
actuator rates from 5 to 30 deg/s. Amplitude and actuator rate limits
for the canard and horizontal tail were matched. Figure 2 shows a
slice of the two surfaces just calculated at a peak actuator rate limit
of 15 deg/s. This should be familiar as a conventionalscissorsplot.1
Of course, as one would expect, the design space increaseswith the
additional control power available from the canard. The pertinent
questioniswhetheror not there is anybene t in spreadingthecontrol
power fore and aft, so to speak, or if the tail-sizing design space
would have increased just as much had the tail volume alone been
increasedby0:05and thecanardnot added.In general,itmakesmore
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Fig. 1 Rigid-body model: three-dimensional tail-sizing design space
with peak actuator rate limit.
Fig. 2 Rigid-body model: two-dimensional slice of tail-sizing design
space with and without a canard.
amounts of combined horizontal tail and canard surface area. For
instance,pro le drag ismore closelyrelatedto the surfaceareaof the
control surfaces, among other things, and the design goal might be
to minimize drag for the same aft c.g. station and actuator rate limit.
For this example, which utilized the Ref A data, the distance from
the vehicle’s wing-body neutral point to the aerodynamic center of
the canard or horizontal tail was the same. Therefore, comparisons
in terms of normalized area or volume are equivalent.
Figure 3 compares the two con gurations, the  rst without a ca-
nard and the second with a canard. The percent change in total
control volume required in going from a con guration without a
canard to a con guration with a canard is shown as a function of
the aft c.g. limit. The same  ying quality requirements and actuator
limits were used. For the rigid-body supersonic transport aircraft
model the bene t gained from the inclusion of a canard is about a
10% savings in total control volume.
V. Results—Aeroelastic Model
The development of an aeroelastic aerodynamicmodel followed
well-documentedworkbyWaszakandSchmidt.7 As a startingpoint,
it utilizedthe same rigid-bodystabilityand controlderivativesas the
Ref Amodel. The dynamicsof the  exiblemode and cross-coupling
effects between rigid-bodyand  exiblemotion of the  rst, symmet-
Fig. 3 Decrease in total control volumewith the addition of canard for
rigid and aeroelastic models.
Fig. 4 Aeroelastic model: tail-sizing design space comparison, canard
on and off.
ric,  exible bending mode were incorporated in the model. In the
sequel we shall refer to this aeroelasticmodel as Ref B (see Ref. 3).
Qualitative differencesbetween the two models are discussednext.
Table 1 compares the eigenvalues of Ref A and B models. The fre-
quency separation between the elastic mode and the short period
dynamics is approximately 1 Hz, and the damping of the  exible
mode is only0.02.Typically,attemptsaremade to attenuatethe feed-
back prior to excitationof the  exible dynamics. On large transport
aircraftwith the  exibledynamicsclose in frequencyto the short pe-
riod dynamics, this is hardly possible. Furthermore, even if suitable
notchor low-pass  lteringwithin the control loop could be attained,
the extremely light damping of the  exible modes is problematic
because of the gust-induced structural responses and fatigue life.
Therefore, the problem posed will be one of actively controlling
the  exible modes retained. Generally, this will entail improving
the damping of the  exible dynamicswhile ensuringstability of the
short period dynamics as the c.g. is moved aft.
Once again, the LMI-based tail-sizing design tool was used to
study the effect of the addition of a canard to the aeroelasticmodel
Ref B. As before, a canard volume of 0.05 was selected, and the
designspacewas determined.Figure 4 compares the designspaceof
the aeroelasticmodel with and without the canard and also includes
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Table 1 Eigenvalues of aeroelastic and rigid-bodymodels
Short period Long period Flexible mode
Model Frequency, rad/s Damping Frequency, rad/s Damping Frequency, rad/s Damping
Aeroelastic 0.90 0.75 0.14 0.55 6.7 0.02
Rigid body 0.91 0.75 0.14 0.07 n/a n/a
course, the added control volume caused by the canard allows a
further aft c.g. location for the same actuator rate limit.
The relative effect of adding a canard is addressed by comparing
the total control volume . NVH C NVC / required for a given aft c.g.
limit and peak actuator rate limit. The results are shown in Fig. 3
as a percent reduction in control volume required in going from the
con guration without a canard to the con guration with a canard.
Because the lengths of the tail and canard moment arms are the
same, Fig. 3 also representssavings in total controleffector volume.
Experiencehas shown that the use of canards is desirablefor  exible
aircraft.4 This method provides a metric to quantify that bene t. In
this example the inclusionof a canard is 300%more effectivewhen
added to the aeroelastic model than when added to the rigid-body
model.
VI. Conclusions
For statically unstable aircraft, control considerations should be
addressed early to adequately de ne the aircraft con guration. In
this case the peak actuator rate required by the feedback control
system to recover from an initial disturbance was considered. The
inclusion of this metric adds an extra dimension to the horizontal
tail-sizingproblem.The two-dimensionaltail-sizingscissors plot is
insuf cient, and a natural extension is the tail-sizing design space.
A conventional scissors plot can be recovered by viewing the in-
tersection of the tail-sizing design space with a level plane repre-
senting peak actuator rate. The three-dimensionalspace allows the
designer to assess the sensitivity of the location of the aft bound-
ary to changes in actuator rate. The value added is in determining
when small changes in the c.g. location result in large changes in
the maximum actuator rate required.
A numericalalgorithmwas developedthat providesthe capability
to quickly determine the tail-sizingdesign space for a given aircraft
con guration. Using the tail-sizing design tool, the user can make
adjustments to the aircraft de nition and quanti ably assess the im-
pactof thedemandsof the feedbackcontrolsystemon aircraftde ni-
tion.As anexample,the two changesin aircraftde nitionconsidered
were the inclusionof canards in addition to a horizontal tail and the
inclusionof the dynamics of the  rst symmetric bendingmode. The
in uence of these factors on the tail-sizing design space for a rep-
resentativemodel of a supersonic transport aircraft was quanti ed.
Numerical results suggest that canardsprovide a small bene t for
a rigid-body model. Their use is more effective on a  exible-body
model. The metric used to assess their effectivenesswas the change
in total horizontal control volume. In the example considered an
aeroelastic model realized a reduction in total horizontal control
volume of approximately 30% through the use of a canard. The
rigid-body model realized a reduction in total horizontal control
volume of approximately 10%.
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